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Stable equivalence preserves representation type

Henning Krause

Abstract. Given two finite dimensional algebras A and F, it is shown that A is of wild
representation type if and only if F is of wild representation type provided that the stable categories
of finite dimensional modules over A and F are equivalent The proof uses generic modules In
fact, a stable equivalence induces a bijection between the isomorphism classes of generic modules
over A and F, and the result follows from certain additional properties of this bijection In the
second part of this paper the Auslander—Reiten translation is extended to an operation on the
category of all modules It is shown that various finiteness conditions are preserved by this
operation Moreover, the Auslander—Reiten translation induces a homeomorphism between the set
of non-projective and the set of non-injective points in the Ziegler spectrum As a consequence
one obtains that for an algebra of tame representation type every generic module remains fixed
under the Auslander—Reiten translation

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991). 16G60, 16D90, 18E30
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Given a finite dimensional algebra A over an algebraically closed field one
frequently disregards the projective objects m the category mod A of finite dimensional

A-modules and focuses on the stable category mod A The objects of mod A
are those of mod A but the Hom-groups are the ordinary Hom-groups modulo the
subgroup of those morphisms which factor through a projective A-module

In this paper we show that mod A determines the representation type of A
Recall that the algebra A is either tame, l e all finite dimensional indecomposable
A-modules of a given dimension belong to finitely many one-parameter families,
or A is wild, l e there are non-trivial two-parameter families of finite dimensional
indecomposable A-modules [9] Of course, one feels that this dichotomy should not
depend on the deletion of finitely many objects m the category mod A, and this is

precisely one of the mam results of this paper More precisely, given another algebra

F and an equivalence mod A —> mod F, then F is tame if A is tame Moreover,
under such an equivalence the one-parameter families in mod A correspond to the
ones in mod F The fact that mod A determines the representation type of A also

follows, for some classes of symmetric algebras, from recent work of Assem, de la
Pena and Erdmann [2, 10], however their methods are completely different

Equivalences between stable module categories have been studied by many au-
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thors They naturally occur for instance in representation theory of finite groups
Another source of examples, which includes every algebra of Loewy length 2, is the
class of algebras stably equivalent to a hereditary algebra Usually the analysis
concentrates on homological properties of the category mod A which are preserved
by an equivalence mod A —> mod F In this paper we follow a different approach
We investigate pure-mjective modules which are not necessarily finitely presented

Among them the endofinite modules are of particular interest Recall that a
module is endofinite if it is of finite length when regarded in the natural way as a
module over its endomorphism ring In order to study the non-finitely presented
A-modules we introduce a new category hm mod A which is essentially determined
by the following three properties

(l) hm mod A contains, up to equivalence, mod A as a full subcategory
(u) hm mod A is an additive category with direct limits
(m) Every object in Inn mod A is a direct limit of objects in mod A

The canonical functor mod A —> mod A induces a functor Mod A —> hmmodA,
and we use it to establish a close relationship between the endofinite objects in
Mod A and Inn mod A By Crawley-Boevey's characterization of tameness in terms
of endofinite indécomposables [6], we can then deduce that the representation type
of A is determined by hmmodA, and hence by mod A

The second part of this paper is devoted to the Auslander-Reiten translation
M^flTrM which Auslander and Reiten introduced in [4] for finitely presented
modules over an art in algebra A, and which plays a prominent role in modern
representation theory We extend this to an operation on the category of all A-modules
and show that most of the basic properties for finitely presented modules carry
over to arbitrary modules Moreover, fimteness conditions like pure-mjectivity and
endofiniteness are preserved Finally we show that the Auslander-Reiten translation

induces a homeomorphism between the set of non-projective points and
the set of non-mjective points in the Ziegler spectrum of A As a consequence
we obtain that for a tame algebra every generic module remains fixed under the
Auslander-Reiten translation Recall that a module is generic if it is indecomposable

endofinite but not finitely presented Therefore our result complements
Crawley-Boevey's theorem which states for a tame algebra that for every natural
n almost all finitely presented indecomposable modules of endolength n are fixed
under the Auslander-Reiten translation [5]

The final section of this paper is devoted to a remarkable property of certain
triangulated categories which follows from our discussion of stable categories We
show that for every quasi-Frobemus ring A of finite representation type the
triangulation on mod A induces a triangulation on hm mod A We obtain therefore
non-trivial examples of triangulated categories having the property that the
triangulation induces a triangulation on the category of md-objects in the sense of
Grothendieck and Verdier [12]
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1. Locally finitely presented categories

We recall some terminology and some well-known facts about locally finitely
presented categories. Most of this material can be found in Crawley-Boevey's
exposition [8]. Recall that a direct limit in a category A is the colimit of a functor
/ —> A where / is a directed set. Now let A be an additive category in which direct
limits exist. An object X in A is finitely presented provided that the representable
functor Hom(X, commutes with direct limits and we denote by fp(*4) the full
subcategory of finitely presented objects in A. The category A is said to be locally
finitely presented, if the isomorphism classes of fp(*4) form a set and every object
in A is a direct limit of objects in fp(*4).

Suppose now that C is a skeletally small additive category. We shall construct
a locally finitely presented category limC which is essentially determined by the
following three properties:

(i) limC contains, up to equivalence, C as a full subcategory.
(ii) limC is an additive category with direct limits.
(iii) Every object in limC is a direct limit of objects in C.

Denote by (Cop, Ab) the category of additive functors Cop —> Ab into the category
of abelian groups. As for module categories, there is a tensor product (Cop, Ab) x
(C, Ab) -> Ab, (X, Y)^X(g)C Y, and a functor X in (Cop, Ab) is flat if X <g>c - is

exact. The full subcategory of flat functors is denoted by Flat(Cop, Ab); it is locally
finitely presented and the finitely presented objects in Flat(Cop, Ab) are precisely
the direct summands of representable functors. Moreover given any locally finitely
presented category A, the functor

A -^ Flat(fp(^)op, Ab), X » Hom( ,X)\fp{A)

is an equivalence [8, Theorem 1.4]. We now define limC Flat(Cop,Ab) and
it follows from our discussion that limC satisfies the conditions (i) - (iii). The
following property of limC well be needed later.

Lemma 1.1. Any additive functor C —> A into an additive category with direct
limits extends, up to isomorphism, uniquely to a functor limC —s- A which
commutes with direct limits.

Proof. See [17, Property 5.6].

Given a locally finitely presented category A and a full additive subcategory
C of fp(«4), then the inclusion C —> A induces a fully faithful functor limC —> A
which identifies limC with the full subcategory of A formed by the direct limits
of objects in C. In the sequel we shall therefore view limC as a full subcategory
of A

~~"

Suppose now that A is a locally finitely presented category which has products.
There is a notion of purity for A which is defined as follows. A sequence of
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morphisms 0—s-L-^-M—>./V—s-0in.Ais pure-exact if the induced sequence
0 -> Hom(X, L) -> Hom(X, M) -> Hom(X, N) ^ 0 is exact for every X in
fp(«4). In this case the morphism (p is called a pure monomorphism, and L is pure-
injechve if every pure monomorphism L —> M splits. We denote by Pinj*4 the
full subcategory of pure-injective objects. One can assign to A a locally coherent
Grothendieck category D(A) and a fully faithful functor d:A —> D(A) which
identifies the pure-exact sequences O^L^M^N^O'mA with the exact

sequences 0 —s- d(L) —> d{M) —s- d(N) —> 0 in £>(*4). Moreover d identifies the
pure-injective objects in A with the injective objects in D(A) [8, Theorem 3.3].

A full subcategory of A is called definable if it is closed under direct limits,
products and pure subobjects taken in A. Finally we recall that Zsp A denotes the
Ztegler spectrum of A which is a topological space. The points are the isomorphism
classes of indecomposable pure-injective objects in A and the assignment X i—>

X n Zsp A defines a bijection between the definable subcategories of A and the
closed subsets of Zsp A. This follows from Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 6.2 in [18].

If A Mod A is a module category, then we simplify our notation and write
PinjA, Zsp A etc.. Note that Zsp A is a quasi-compact space [24], see also [16,

Proposition 4.7].

2. Stable module categories

Let A be a ring. The category Mod A of (right) A-modules is locally finitely
presented and we denote by mod A the full subcategory of finitely presented A-
modules. In this section we define the stable module category mod^ A with respect
to a full additive subcategory C of mod A and discuss the basic properties of the
corresponding locally finitely presented category lim modr A. We begin with the
following définition.

Let A be an additive category and suppose that C is an additive subcategory
of A. Then one can form the stable quotient category A\C which is additive
and admits an additive quotient functor q: A —> A\C such that q(C) 0. The
objects of A\C are those of A and for every pair X, Y of objects Hom(X, Y) is

the group of morphisms in A modulo those which factor through an object in C.

The quotient functor q is characterized by the property that every additive functor

f:A —s- B between additive categories with f(C) 0 induces a unique additive
functor /: A\C —> B such that / foq. If C is an additive subcategory of mod A,
then we denote mod AJC by modc A.

Proposition 2.1. Let C be a full additive subcategory of mod A. Then there
exists an additive category with direct limits lim modr A and a functor q: Mod A —>

lim modr A having the following properties.
(1) q commutes with direct limits and q(M) 0 if and only if M is a direct

limit of modules in C.
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(2) Let f: Mod A —* A. he a functor into an additive category with direct limits.

If f commutes with direct limits and f(M) 0 for all M in C, then there is, up
to isomorphism, a unique functor /: lim modr A —s- A which commutes with direct

limits and satisfies f foq.
(3) lim vaodr A is locally finitely presented, and q induces an equivalence between

modc A and the full suhcategory of finitely presented objects in lim modr A.

Proof. The category lim modr A has been defined in the preceding section and it
follows from Lemma 1.1 that the quotient functor mod A —s- modc A induces, up
to isomorphism, a unique functor </:ModA —> lim modr A which commutes with
direct limits.

(1) Clearly q(M) 0 for every M G limC since q commutes with direct limits.
Thus we need to show that q(M) 0 implies M G limC. By [8, Lemma 4.1]
it is sufticent to show that every morphism <p:X —> M with X G mod A factors
through an object in C. To this end write M \im,Mt as direct limit of finitely
presented modules with canonical morphisms /x4: Mt —s- M. If Kt is the kernel
of the morphisms Hom(X, Mt) —> Hom(q(X),q(Mt)), then since the direct limit
sequence 0 —> \m\K% -^ Hom(X, M) -^ Hom(qr(X),qr(M)) is exact, tp arises from
some a G Kt. Thus tp ii,po. and a factors through some object in C. We conclude
that M G limC.

(2) The restriction g /|modA induces a unique functor q: modc A -^ A such
that g(X) goq(X) for every X G modA. The functor g extends by Lemma 1.1

uniquely to a functor /: lim modr A —s- A which commutes with direct limits.
(3) Clear from the construction.

For the rest of this paper we shall work with an additional finiteness condition
on the subcategory C of modA. Recall that C is a covariantly finite subcategory
provided that every object X G modA has a left C-approximation, i.e. a morphism
X —>¦ Y with Y G C such that the induced map Hom(Y,y') —> Hom(X, Y') is

surjective for every Y' G C.

Proposition 2.2. Let C be a full additive subcategory o/modA and suppose that
C is covariantly finite. Then limC and limmod^ A have products. Moreover the
canonical functors i: limC —> ModA and q: ModA —> lim mod^ A have the following

properties.
(1) i and q commute with products.
(2) i and q send pure-exact sequences to pure-exact sequences and pure-injective

objects to pure-mjectwe objects.
(3) Let X Pinj A n limC. Then q induces an equivalence between Pinj AJVt

and the full subcategory of pure-mjectwe objects in limmodr A.
(4) ZspAn limC is a closed subset o/ZspA and q induces a homeomorphism

between Zsp A \ limC and the Ziegler spectrum of lim modr A.
(5) Let M G Zsp A \ limC and N q(M). Then q induces an isomorphism
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between EndA(M)/radEndA(M) and End(iV)/radEnd(]V).

Proof. It follows from [18, Proposition 4.13] that limC is a definable subcategory
of Mod A; in particular limC has products. Given any definable subcategory of
Mod A there is a corresponding definable quotient category in the sense of [18].
Such a category has automatically products and in our situation the definable
quotient category corresponding to lirgC is exactly lim modr A; this follows from
[18, Theorem 5.4]. The canonical functors i and q are definable in the sense of [18]
and we refer to Theorem 7.2, Theorem 7.8, Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 6.3 in [18]

for the proofs of (1) - (5).

Given a full additive subcategory C of mod A, then it follows from Proposition

2.1 that the canonical functor Mod A —> lim modr A induces a functor
ModAJlimC —> limmodr A. The next result shows that this functor is an
equivalence if A is of finite representation type.

Corollary 2.3. Let A be a ring of finite representation type and suppose that
C is a full additive subcategory o/modA. Then the canonical functor Mod A —s-

lim mod^ A induces an equivalence between ModAJlimC and limmod^ A. In
particular the category ModAJlimC is locally finitely presented and has products.

Proof. If A is of finite representation type, then any additive subcategory of mod A
is covariantly finite. Moreover, any A-module is pure-injective since it has the
descending chain condition on subgroups of finite definition [3, 13]. Therefore also

every object in lim modr A is pure-injective. The assertion now follows from part
(3) of the preceding proposition.

3. Endofinite modules

Recall that a A-module M is endofinite if it is of finite length when regarded in the
natural way as an EndA(M)op-module. This définition can be generalized as
follows. Let M be an object of a locally finitely presented category A with products.
Then M is endofinite if Hom(X, M) is of finite length as an End(M)op-module for
all X G fp(«4). Furthermore M is generic if M is indecomposable endofinite but
not finitely presented. Note that every endofinite object M is T^-pure-mjective, i.e.

every coproduct of copies of M is pure-injective [8, Theorem 3.5.2]. We shall use
the following characterization.

Lemma 3.1. For any object M in A. the following are equivalent.
(1) M is endofinite.
(2) There is a closed, subset U of' Zsp A satisfying
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(i) U carnes the discrete topology.
(ii) Every product of copies of M is a coproduct of copies of objects in U.

(3) Any pure-mjectwe object which belongs to the smallest definable subcategory
of A containing M, is endofimte.

Proof. The part (1) <s> (2) is [18, Corollary 12.13] and (1) <s> (3) follows from [18,
Theorem 10.2] since the endocategory of any object belonging to the definable
subcategory generated by M is a quotient of the endocategory of M.

Our aim is now to discuss the relation between the endofmite A-modules and the
endoflnite objects of lim modr A. To this end another définition is needed. Given
a finitely presented indecomposable endoflnite A-module M with F EndA(M)op
we define DM Homp(M,/) where / is the injective envelope of F/radF. Note
that DM is automatically an indecomposable endoflnite Aop-module. The ring A
is called right dualizing if DM is also finitely presented for every such M, and A is

dualizing if both A and Aop are right dualizing. Important examples of dualizing
rings are noetherian algebras [7] and artinian Pi-rings [21]. Recall that A is a
noetherian algebra if the centre Z(A) is noetherian and A is a finitely generated
Z(A)-module. Given any object X we denote by addX the full subcategory of all
finite coproducts of direct summands of X.

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a finitely presented endofimte A-module and choose

a complete set {X\,... ,Xn} of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable direct
summands of X. Let C addX. Then C is a covariantly finite subcategory of
mod A and limC is the full subcategory of coproducts of copies of the Xt 's. Now

suppose that DXt is a finitely presented Aop-module for all i. Then any A-module
M is endofimte if and only if the canonical functor Mod A —s- lim modr A sends

M to an endofimte object.

Proof. To show that C is covariantly finite let Y be any finitely presented A-module.
The End^(X)op-module Hom^Y, X) is of finite length and has therefore a set

of generators <pi,... ,<pr. It is clear that the corresponding morphism ((pt):Y —>

JJj—1 X is a left C-approximation. The module X is S-pure-injective and therefore
lirqC coincides with the definable subcategory generated by X. More precisely, the
coproducts of copies of the Xt's form a definable subcategory by [19, Corollary 9.8]
which is therefore the smallest subcategory containing C and all direct limits of
modules in C.

To prove the rest of the assertion consider the sequence of functors

as in the proof of [18, Theorem 5.1]. We shall identify any locally finitely presented
category A with the image of the fully faithful functor d:A —> D(A) mentioned
in Section 1. Let us recall from [18] some properties of q* and i*. The functor q*
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identifies _D(limmodr A) with a localizing subcategory T of -D(A) and i* induces
an equivalence between D{K)/T and D(Ym\C). The functor q* has a right adjoint
which coincides with q: Mod A —> lim modr A when restricted to Mod A; similarly
i* has a right adjoint which coincides with i: limC —> Mod A when restricted to
limC. We have already seen that Zsp limC {X\,... Xn} and we observe that
this is an open subset of Zsp A. In fact our assumption on X implies that {Xt} is

open for every i by [19, Lemma 4.4]. Suppose now that M is any pure-injective
A-module and let N q(M). We shall use the fact that there is a decomposition
M E(N) TJ M' where E(N) denotes the injective envelope in D(A) and M'
belongs to limC [11, III, Corollaire 3.2].

Suppose first that M is endofinite and let U be the corresponding subset of
Zsp A as in Lemma 3.1. Taking the set V {q{L) \ L G U,q{L) ^ 0} one
shows immediately that N is endofinite. Condition (i) in Lemma 3.1 follows from
Proposition 2.2 and (ii) is clear since q commutes with products and coproducts.

Now suppose that N is endofinite and let V be the corresponding subset as

in Lemma 3.1. We claim that U {L G Zsp A | q(L) G V} U {Xi,... ,Xn} is a
subset of ZspA which satisfies (i) - (ii) in Lemma 3.1. Observe first that for every
L in V the injective envelope E(L) lies in U since q(E(L)) L. It follows from
Proposition 2.2 that (i) holds since {X,} is open for every i and (i) holds for V.
Now consider a product Yli M. We find a decomposition Ylj N TJ eJ No with
Nj G V for all j and therefore HiM (LJjeJ e(nj)) LIM' with M' € limC since

taking injective envelopes commutes with arbitrary coproducts. We have already
shown that M' is a coproduct of copies of the XtJs and therefore (ii) holds. Thus
M is endofinite by Lemma 3.1.

It remains to consider the case that M is an arbitrary A-module and N q(M)
is endofinite. We use now the characterization of endofiniteness in part (3) of
Lemma 3.1. Replacing M by any pure-injective A-module M' belonging to the
smallest definable subcategory containing M we deduce from the first part of the
proof that M' is endofinite since N' q(M') belongs to the smallest definable
subcategory containing N. Thus M is endofinite by Lemma 3.1 and the proof is

complete.

Corollary3.3. Let A be a right dualizing ring and suppose that C is a full additive
subcategory o/modA which is closed under direct summands. Then the following
are equivalent.

(1) C addX for some endofinite A-module X.
(2) lim modr A has products and any pure-injective A-module M is endofinite

if and only if the canonical functor Mod A —s- lim modr A sends M to an endofinite
object.

Proof. One direction follows directly from the preceding proposition. Therefore

suppose (2). Let M TJîe/ Xt be the coproduct of a representative set of modules
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in C. Clearly Mod A —s- lim modr A sends M to an endofinite object. Using
Lemma 3.1 and the compactness of ZspA we find a set {M\,... ,Mn} in ZspA
such that every object in C is a coproduct of copies of the Mj's. If {Mi,... Mn}
is minimal with respect to this property, then C addX for X ]J"=i Mt and
therefore (1) is shown.

We continue with two further applications of Proposition 3.2. Following Crawley-
Boevey [7] a ring A is genertcally wild if there is a generic A-module M such that
EndA(M) is not a Pi-ring. Note that for any endofinite A-module the endomor-
phism ring F is a Pi-ring iff F/radF is a Pi-ring since radF is nilpotent. A finite
dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field is generically wild if and only
it is wild in the usual sense [6, Theorem 4.4].

Corollary 3.4. Let A and F be dualizing rings. Suppose thai X is a finitely
presented, endofinite A-module and that Y is a finitely presented endofinite Y-module.
Let C addX and T> add Y. Then any equivalence f: modc A —s- mod-p F
induces a bisection M i—s- Mf between the isomorphism classes of generic modules in
Mod A andModT such i/iaiEndA(M)/radEndA(M) anrfEndr(M/)/radEndr(M/)
are isomorphic; in particular A is generically wild if and only if F is generically
wild.

Proof. Given a dualizing ring it has been shown in [19, Theorem 4.7] that an
indecomposable endofinite module M is generic iff {M} is not open in the Ziegler
spectrum. Using this characterization the assertion follows from Proposition 2.2
and Proposition 3.2.

Suppose now that A is an artin algebra. Given any generic A-module M,
denote by indM A the isomorphism classes of finitely presented indecomposable
A-modules which belong to a homogeneous tube T of the Auslander-Reiten quiver
such that M is the unique generic module belonging to the smallest definable
subcategory of Mod A containing all modules in T. Note that for any natural
n almost all indecomposable A-modules of endolength n belong to |JM indM A
provided that A is a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field
of tame representation type [19, Corollary 9.6]. We are now in a position to show
that an equivalence mod A —> mod F sends a family indj^fA to a family indjy F.
As usual, mod A is the short notation for modproj A A where projA denotes the
category of finitely presented projective A-modules.

Corollary 3.5. Let A and F be artm algebras and suppose that f: modA —> modF
is an equivalence. Then f induces a bijection M t-^ Mf between the isomorphism
classes of generic modules in Mod A and Mod F such that /(indj^f A) ind^ F.

Proof. The equivalence mod A —> mod F induces a bijection between the isomor-
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phism classes of indecomposable non-projective modules in mod A and modF.
This bijection preserves homogeneous tubes and extends to a homeomorphism on
the level of the Ziegler spectra by Proposition 2.2. We have seen in the preceding

corollary that this homeomorphism induces a bijection M i—s- Mf between the
generic modules in ZspA and ZspF, and we conclude that /(indM A) indMf F

for every generic M, since a A-module lying in a homogeneous tube T belongs to
indM A if and only if M is the unique generic module in the closure of T viewed
as a subset of ZspA.

4. A generalization

Our results from the preceding sections can be generalized. In fact we could
replace a module category with any locally finitely presented category A which
has products. We shall use the following properties:

(Al) If M G Zsp*4 is finitely presented and endofinite, then {M} is open.
(A2) Every object in fp(«4) is pure-injective.

The following result is formulated in this slightly more general context.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a finitely presented endofinite object in A and choose

a complete set {X\,... ,Xn} of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable direct
summands of X. Let C addX and B limfp(*4)JC. Then the canonical
functor q:A^B has the following properties.

(1) q induces a homeomorphism Zsp*4\ {X\,.. ,Xn} —s- ZspB, M i—s- M',
such that End(M)/radEnd(M) and End(M')/radEnd(M') are isomorphic.

(2) Suppose (Al). Then any object M in A is endofinite if and only if q(M)
is endofinite.

(3) Suppose (Al) - (A2). Then q induces a bijection between the generic objects

in A and B.

Proof. Adapt the proof of Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 3.2. Observe that (3) is a

consequence of (3) in Proposition 2.2. To see this let M G ZspA\{Xi,... ,Xn}and
N q(M). If M is finitely presented, then N is also finitely presented. Suppose
now that N is finitely presented. Then N q(L) for some finitely presented object
L and there are morphisms tp: M —s- L and ip: L —s- M such that idM — i'of factors
through some object in liirjC Thus idM — i'of G radEnd(M) and therefore tp is

a split monomorphism. We conclude that M is finitely presented.

The rest of this section is devoted to an application of the preceding result.
Let us begin with an easy observation.

Lemma 4.2. Let A be a locally finitely presented category with products and sup-
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pose that C is a full additive subcategory ofîp(A.) which is covariantly finite. Then
lim C is again locally finitely presented, and has products. Moreover, if A satisfies
any of the conditions (Al) - (A2), then limC satisfies the same condition.

Proof. Clearly limC is locally finitely presented. Furthermore it is closed under
products taken in A by [8, Theorem 4.2] and has therefore products in itself. In
fact limC is a definable subcategory of A by [18, Proposition 4.13] and Zsp lirqC
can therefore be identified with a closed subset of Zsp A. The second part of the
assertion is now an immediate consequence.

We consider now the following example. Fix a triangular matrix ring

'A AMB
A=10 B

and we suppose for simplicity that A is an artin algebra. As usual, we identify
a A-module with a B-linear morphism X <S)a M —s- Y where X G Mod A and
Y G Mod_B. Suppose now that Xa Q mod A and Xb Q mod_B is a pair of full
additive subcategories which are closed under direct summands. We denote by
mod(A, X) the full subcategory of finitely presented A-modules X <S)a M —s- Y
with X G Xa and Y e XB- The full subcategory of A-modules X <E>a M —s- y with
X G lin^AU and Y G jm^Xß is denoted by Mod(A, X). For example, Mod(A, X) is

the category of prinjective A-modules in the sense of [20, 23] if Xa is the category
of projective A-modules and Xb is the category of injective _B-modules.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that Xa and Xb are covariantly finite subcategories. Then
mod(A, X) is a covariantly finite subcategory of mod A and the modules mMod(A, X)
are precisely the direct limits of modules in mod(A, X). In particular Mod(A, X)
is a locally finitely presented, category with products satisfying (Al) - (A2) and

fp(Mod(A,;t)) mod(A, X).

Proof. To show that mod(A,A') is a covariantly finite subcategory fix an
arbitrary finitely presented A-module X ®a M —s- Y. We construct a left mod(A, X)-
approximation as follows. Let X —> X' be the ^^-approximation of X and consider
the following push-out in mod_B.

X(E)AM > Y

X'(E)AM > P

Composing X' <%>a M —s- P with the ^^-approximation P —s- Y' then gives the
approximation of X <%>a M -^Y. The full subcategory A of A-modules which are
direct limits of modules in mod(A, X) is locally finitely presented and has products
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by [8, Theorem 4.2] since mod(A, X) is covariantly finite. We leave it to the reader
to verify that A Mod(A, X). (Al) - (A2) then follow from the preceding lemma
since A is an artin algebra. For example, {M} is open for every finitely presented
M G ZspA by [19, Lemma 4.4].

We give now our promised application of the preceding theorem. To this end
the following definition is useful. A locally finitely presented category with products

A is called genertcally wild if there is a generic object M G A such that
End(M)/radEnd(M) is not a Pi-ring. Note that in our example A Mod(A, X)
the generic objects are precisely the generic A-modules contained in Mod(A, X).

Corollary 4.4. Let A be a triangular matrix ring as above. Suppose that Xa
and Xb are covariantly finite subcategories. Suppose also that X G mod(A, X)
and let C addX. Then the canonical functor Mod(A,A') —> limmodr(A,X)
induces a bisection M i—s- M' between the isomorphism classes of generic objects in
Mod(A,;t) and limmod^A, A") such that End(M)/radEnd(M) and End(M')/
radEnd(M') are isomorphic; in particular Mod(A, X) is generically wild if and
only if limmodrfA, X) is generically wild.

5. The Auslander-Reiten translation

Throughout this section we assume that the ring A has a self-duality D between
mod A and modAop. We begin with some notation. Denote by ProjA the full
subcategory of projective A-modules and let proj A Proj Aflmod A. Analogously,
the categories Inj A and injA are defined. Now define Mod A ModAJProjA
and mod A modAJprojA; similarly let Mod A ModAJInjA and mod A
mod AJinj A.

Our aim in this section is to discuss an equivalence A: Mod A —> Mod A which
we call the Auslander-Reiten translation. This functor coincides on the finitely
presented level with the dual of transpose functor D Tr: mod A —> mod A which
was introduced by Auslander and Reiten [4].

Some further definitions are needed. Denote by V the category of morphisms in
Proj A. More precisely, an object in V is a morphism tt:P —s- Q between projective
A-modules and the morphisms tt —s- tt' in V for tt':P' —s- Q' are given by pairs
(a, ß) of morphisms making the following diagram commutative.

p

\
P' —

- g

V

Clearly, the composition of (a,/3):7r —> it' and (a',ß'):ir' —s- it" is (a'oa,ß'oß).
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Lemma 5.1. The category P is a locally finitely presented category with products.
An object ir: P —> Q in V is finitely presented, iff P and Q are finitely presented,.

Proof. The category Proj A is a locally finitely presented category with products.
The assertion therefore follows from [1, Corollary 2.44].

We define now categories V' and V" which have the same objects as in V but

Hom-p/(7r,7r') Homp(7r,7r')/{(a,/3) | there is tp: Q —s- P' with ir'otp /?},

Homp(7T, 7r')/{(a, ß) | there is <p: Q —> P' with tt'o« tt'oc^ott /3ott}.

Lemma 5.2. The functor V —> Mod A, tt i—» Cokeryr, induces an equivalence
V' —s- Mod A and an equivalence V" -^ Mod A.

Proof. The cokernel functor is full and dense since every A-module admits a projec-
tive presentation. Moreover, given a morphism (a, ß) in V, we have Coker(a, ß)
0 iff (a,ß) lies in the kernel of the canonical functor V —> V1, and Coker(a,/3)
factors through a projective module iff (a, ß) lies in the kernel of the canonical
functor V -> V".

We can now replace the projective A-modules in the definition of V, V and
V" with the injective A-modules and obtain in this way categories T, I' and I".
Clearly we have the following analogue of the preceding lemma.

Lemma 5.3. The functor I —> Mod A, tt t-^ Kervr, induces an equivalence T' —>

Mod A and an equivalence X" —> Mod A.

Proof. Dualize the proof of the preceding lemma.

The following lemma is a reformulation of the fact that A has a self-duality.

Lemma 5.4. The functor — ®a DA induces an equivalence Proj A —> Inj A.

Proof. An inverse is induced by the functor Hom^(_DA, The assertion is clear

on the level of the finitely presented modules. The assertion follows for arbitrary
A-modules since A is an artinian ring having a self duality and therefore every
projective (injective) module is a coproduct of finitely presented modules. Moreover,
one uses the fact that — <S)\ DA commutes with coproducts.
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Suppose now that M is an arbitrary A-module. We fix a minimal projective
presentation P -^> Q —s- M —s- 0 and a minimal injective copresentation 0 —s- M —s-

I -^ J. We call the kernel of tt <8>a -DA the Auslander-Reiten translate of M and
denote it by AM. Analogously we define A~1M CokerHom^-DA,/.). Clearly,
AM and A~^M are unique only up to an isomorphism.

Proposition 5.5. The assignment M i—s- AM induces an equivalence A: Mod A —>

Mod A. The restriction of A to the finitely presented, A-modules induces an
equivalence mod A —> mod A.

Proof. The equivalence Proj A —> Inj A induces an equivalence V —> I and therefore
also an equivalence V" —> I". The assertion now follows from Lemma 5.2 and
Lemma 5.3.

It follows from Proposition 2.1 that the canonical functor Mod A —> lim mod A
induces a functor y: Mod A —> lim mod ^ Analogously there is an induced functor

q: Mod A —s- lint mod A.

Proposition 5.6. There is an equivalence lim mod A —> lim mod A which makes
the following diagram of functors commutative.

Mod A > Mod A

p

lim mod A > lim mod A

Proof. The equivalences V —> I and Mod A —> Mod A induce the following
commutative diagram of functors

fp(P) ^-^ fp(I)

i i
mod A > —> mod A

which extends by Lemma 1.1 to a commutative diagram of functors commuting
with direct limits

V : I
i

lim mod A > lim mod A
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since V and I are locally finitely presented categories by Lemma 5.1. The assertion
now follows from the fact that A is induced by the equivalence V —> I.

We are interested in further properties of the Auslander-Reiten translation.
To this end let us recall, without proofs, some well-known facts about projective
presentations and injective copresentations.

Lemma 5.7. Let P —> Q —> M —> 0 be a projective presentation of a A-module
M. Then there are decompositions P Pq TJ P\ TJ P2 and Q QoUQl UQ2

"tt0 0 0 1

such that 7T 0 tt\ 0 and
0 0 7T2

(i) 7ro induces a minimal projective presentation Po -4 Qq —s- M —s- 0.

(ii) tv\ is an isomorphism.
(iii) Q2 0.

Lemma 5.8. Let O^M^I-^Jbean injective copresentation of a A-module
M. Then there are decompositions I Iq TJ I\ TJ /2 and J Jq TJ J\ TJ J2 smc/i

0

that b 0 ii 0

0 0 i2

(i) to induces a minimal injective copresentation 0 —> M —> Iq —> Jq.
(ii) i\ is an isomorphism.
(iii) h 0.

Lemma 5.9. Let M be any A-module.
(1) A morphism it: P —s- M is a projective cover iff P is projective and

7T <8>a A/radA is an isomorphism.
(2) A morphism l: M —> I is an injective envelope iff I is injective and

Homy\(A/ rad A, t) is an isomorphism.

We are now in a position to collect the essential properties of the Auslander-
Reiten translate AM of a module M. Of course, these properties are well-known
for finitely presented modules [4].

Proposition 5.10. The assignment M \-^ AM induces a bijection between the

isomorphism classes of A-modules without non-zero projective direct summand and
the isomorphism classes of A-modules without non-zero injective direct summand.
More precisely, the following holds for any A-module M :

(1) AM has no non-zero injective direct summand.
(2) AM has no non-zero projective direct summand.
(3) M A~ AM TJ-P for some projective A-module P.
(4) M AA~ M TJ/ for some injective A-module I.
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Proof. The assertions (1) - (4) follow directly from Lemma 5.4, Lemma 5.7 and
Lemma 5.8.

To study further properties of the Auslander-Reiten translate we need to recall
the définition of a reduced product of a family of A-modules. Let / be a non-empty
set. Recall that a set T of non-empty subsets of / is a filter on / provided that
for each pair of subsets J\, J% Ç. I

(i) J\, J<2 G T implies J\ n J<2 G T;
(ii) J\ G T and J\ Ç J<i implies J<i G T.

Note, that the set T is directed if one defines J\ < J<2, if Ji Q Ji-
Given a family Mt, i G /, of A-modules and a filter JF on /, the canonical

morphisms YlteJ ^% —? ILgj ^*> ^1 — ^2 m ¦^'' f°rm a directed system and we
denote by \\%ei Mi/J7 ling T-ELej^ ^he reduced product of the M^'s with
respect to JF.

Proposition 5.11. Let Mt, i G /, be any family of A-modules and let T he a

filter on I.
(1) A ]J,e/ M, ]J,e/ AMt and A n,e/ M, n,e

Proof. The assertion is a consequence of the fact that taking direct limits and
products commutes with taking minimal projective presentations. This follows
from Lemma 5.9.

Corollary 5.12. The following holds for any A-module M.
(1) M is pure-mjectwe if and only if AM is pure-mjectwe.
(2) M is Yi-pure-injectwe if and only if AM is Yi-pure-mjectwe.
(3) M is endofinite if and only if AM is endofinite.

Proof. (1) Recall that M is pure-injective iff for every set / the summation mor-
phism TJj M —s- M factors through the canonical morphism TJj M —s- \\i M [14,

Proposition 7.32], see also [18, Theorem 2.6]. The proof of the preceding proposition

then shows that AM and A~^M are pure-injective if M is pure-injective.
If AM is pure-injective, then A~^AM is pure-injective and therefore M is pure-
injective by Proposition 5.10 since every projective A-module is endofinite and
therefore pure-injective.

(2) Recall that M is S-pure-injective if any coproduct TJj M is pure-injective.
The assertion now follows from part (1) and the fact that A and A~^ commute
with coproducts.

(3) If M is indecomposable, then M is endofinite iff for every set / there is a
set J such that Yli M TJj M. An arbitrary A-module M is endofinite iff there
are indecomposable endofinite modules M\,... Mn and sets I\,... ,In such that
M Lir=l(LI/ Mt) [7, Proposition 4.5]. The assertion now follows from the fact
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that A and A~^ commute with (co)products. In addition one uses the fact that
A and A~^ preserve indecomposability which follows from Proposition 5.10 and
Proposition 5.11.

Remark 5.13. The preceding results have analogues for A *.

Our next aim is to show that the Auslander-Reiten translation preserves the
topology defined on Zsp A. We shall use the following characterization of a closed
subset in Zsp A.

Lemma 5.14. The following conditions are equivalent for a subset U o/ZspA.
(1) U is closed.

(2) Let M Yltei M%/'T be any reduced "product with Mt G IA for all i G /.
Then every indecomposable pure-mjective direct summand of M belongs to IA.

Proof. (1) => (2). Let X be the definable subcategory of Mod A corresponding to
IA, i.e. IA X n Zsp A. Then X is closed under taking reduced products and pure
submodules and therefore (2) holds.

(2) => (1). The full subcategory X of pure submodules of reduced products of
modules in IA forms the smallest definable subcategory containing IA [18, Corollary

4.10]. It follows that IA X n Zsp A is closed.

Corollary 5.15. The assignment M i—s- AM induces a homeomorphism Zsp A \
^ ZspA\InjA.

Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.10, Proposition 5.11 and Corollary 5.12 that
M i—s- AM induces a bijection Zsp A \ Proj A —s- Zsp A \ Inj A. Using the preceding
lemma together with the fact that A preserves reduced products, one shows that
A preserves also the topology defined on Zsp A.

Corollary 5.16. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed,

field. IfA has tame representation type, then AM M for every generic A-module
M.

Proof. It has been shown in [19, Corollary 9.8] that for every generic A-module
M there is an A-invariant subset T of finite dimensional modules in Zsp A such
that M is the unique generic module in the Ziegler closure T. Clearly, T is also
A-invariant by the preceding result and therefore AM M since A preserves
endoflniteness by Corollary 5.12.
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6. Triangulated categories with direct limits

Examples of rings having a self-duality are quast-Frobentus rtngs, l e those rings
where projective and mjective A-modules coincide The stable categories mod A
and Mod A of a quasi-Frobemus ring carry an additional structure, they are
triangulated in the sense of Verdier [22, 15] Given a triangulated category C one can
form the category IndC of md-objects in the sense of Grothendieck and Verdier
[12] However, it is not clear under which circumstances the triangulation in C

induces a triangulation in Ind C The following result shows that in some non-trivial
cases the answer to this question is positive

Theorem 6.1. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring offinite representation type Then
Mod A is a triangulated category in which direct limits exist Moreover, the inclusion

mod A —> Mod A induces an equivalence between Ind mod A and Mod A

Proof The first part of the assertion follows from Corollary 2 3 In fact, there it is
shown that hm mod A and Mod A are equivalent The second part of the assertion
follows from our definition of hm mod A, since Flat ((mod A)op, Ab) and Ind mod A
are canomcally equivalent [8]
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